HU 188.4 &HU 188.5 General [CHAPTER HU-12 Hunter & Pony Breeding]

4. At Premier and National rated competitions, a handler may not exhibit more than one horse. A handler may exhibit multiple horses in any Hunter Breeding classes listed in HU 189 or HU 190 unless horse show management restricts at their discretion. This restriction must be listed in the horse show prizelist. At these competitions the same handler will present the horse in all phases of the class including the jog and lineup. Entries must be presented for conformation, walked, and/or trotted under the review of the judge. Horses must be judged for conformation before being walked and/or trotted. After completing a review of each horse in the class, the judge(s) must may line up the entries in order of preference (exception see HU 190 for ponies). Judge(s) then have one last opportunity to review the horses collectively, and may move horses in the lineup as preferred based on the Hunter Breeding judging standards.

5. At Regional I and Regional II rated competitions, a handler may exhibit multiple horses in any Hunter Breeding classes listed in HU 189 and HU 190 unless horse show management restricts at their discretion. This restriction must be listed in the horse show prizelist. At these competitions the same handler must present the horse in all phases of the class, including the jog (exception lineup). Entries must be presented for conformation, walked, and/or trotted under the review of judge. Horses must be judged for conformation before being walked and/or trotted. After completing a review of each horse in the class, the judges may line up the entries in order of preference (exception see HU 190 for ponies). Judge(s) then have one last opportunity to review the horses collectively, and may move horses in the lineup as preferred based on the Hunter Breeding judging standards.